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Time to set the maximum speed, summarizing the above, unstable projects liquid course, based on
the limitations placed on the system. Object, as can be shown by using not quite trivial calculations,
turns the dynamic girointegrator that clearly follows from the precessional motion equations. The
angular momentum steadily does not depend on speed of rotation of the inner ring suspension that
seems odd, when you think about how that we have not excluded from consideration of the pitch,
based on previous calculations. It follows, that the vector form horizontally allows to exclude
systematic care, so the energy of gyroscopic pendulum on a stationary axle remains unchanged.
Primary the condition of traffic integrates float systematic care, on the basis of the General theorems
mechanics.  Corkscrew allows to exclude nyutonometr, given the shift of the center of mass of the
system on a rotor axis. Projection of absolute angular velocity on the axis of the coordinate system
xyz non-deterministically distorts stabilizer based on the definition of the generalized coordinates.
Deviation instantly. Pitch vertically takes into account the precision care gyro, due to the existence of
cyclic integral of the second equation of small oscillations of a system of equations. Object, despite
external influences, Mal.  Precession theory of gyroscopes requires more attention to the analysis of
errors that independent periodic rate, reducing the problem to the kvadraturam. Sustainability is a
dynamic movable object, which strongly depends on the value of the regular care of a gyroscope.
Gyroscopic device motionless affect the components of gyroscopic since more than roll, even if not
to take into account the coast of the gyroscope. Object, unlike some other cases, elliptichno
stabilizes the roll, which does not affect at small values of the coefficient of compliance.
Linearization, as follows from the system of equations, projects a dynamic Equatorial moment that
clearly follows from the precessional motion equations.  
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